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Crawford
Bed

The Crawford Bed is a stylish and chic bedroom mainstay. With its horizontal channel tufted 
headboard, tapered legs, and blush stained wood, this bed provides luxurious comfort while 
exuding sophistication, warmth, and elegance. The wood is sanded, stained, lacquered by 
hand, and finished off with a luxurious fabric that has a silk-like patina. Available in King and 
Queen. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

King Size: 80.5”W x 82.25”D x 60”H - Item# BM0062BLU (Blush) 
BM0062CO (Coffee) 
Queen Size: 64.5”W x 88.5”D x 60”H - Item# BM0063BLU (Blush) 
BM0063CO (Coffee) 
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Blush or Coffee Finished Wood
Fabric: Dusty Rose Velvet - This piece-dyed velvet 
is a sophisticated upholstery fabric will add a little 
bling to any setting with its high sheen quality. 

88.5”

60”

82.25”

60”
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Crawford
Dresser

Design, detail, and style are synonymous with the carved to perfection Crawford 
Dresser. Made of solid wood, the drawers are scalloped and feature six soft-close 
drawers, hand-gilded antique silver metal pulls, and a mirrored top. There’s nothing 
quite as stunning as a chic twist on tradition. Designed to compliment the Crawford 
Nightstand. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences.   

Size: 60”W x 19”D x 31.5”H - Item#BM0064BLU (Blush)  BM0064CO (Coffee) 
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Blush or Coffee Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Metal
Tempered Mirror

60”

31.5”
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Crawford
Nightstand

Design, detail, and style are synonymous with the carved to perfection Crawford 
Nightstand. Made of solid wood, the drawers are scalloped and feature three soft-
close drawers, hand-gilded antique silver metal pulls, and a mirrored top. There’s 
nothing quite as stunning as a chic twist on tradition. Designed to compliment the 
Crawford Dresser. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and 
unique differences.

Size: 26”W x 18”D x 27”H - Item# BM0065BLU (Blush)  BM0065CO (Coffee) 
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Blush or Coffee Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Metal 
Tempered Mirror

26”

27”
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Crawford
Bed Bench

The Crawford Bed Bench is a unique, glamorous, and sophisticated accent piece. With 
two metal legs that feature an octogonal repeat design, and tightly upholstered seat, this 
bench is as beautiful as it is functional. On its own, each design element is interesting, but 
as a whole the finished product is spectacularly unique. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 54”W x 16”D x 16”H - Item# BM0066
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Champagne Finished Metal
Fabric: Blushing Floral

54”

16”
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Crawford
Chaise

The Crawford Chaise has a romantic sensibility with a chic twist on tradition. This piece 
is perfectly suited for lounging with its flaring scrolled arm, deeply cushioned seat, carved 
frame, and tightly upholstered diamond tufted detail. This ultra-comfortable chaise maintains 
a striking silhouette and sophisticated appeal fitted in luxurious fabrics to reflect the inspired 
look of an Old-Hollywood Era. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle 
and unique differences.

Size: 72”W x 32”D x 37”H; 18”SH - Item# BM0067RAF (Right Arm Facing) 
BM0067LAF (Left Arm Facing)
Wood: Hand- Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Wood
Fabric: Rose Fawn & Sugar Cane 

72”

37”
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Crawford
Desk

The Crawford Desk features a herringbone pattern carved onto its wooden top. The 
hand-gilded, metallic finish is topped with glass for a smooth workspace surface. The 
hand-gilded metal frame is scalloped at the top, adding a striking detail to a stylish-yet-
functional piece. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences.  

Size: 60”W x 30”D x 30”H - Item# BM0068
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Metal
Tempered Glass

60”

30”
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Crawford
Desk Chair

The luxurious Crawford Desk Chair is sure to make a statement with its unique shape. This 
chair features a tightly upholstered seat and back, and a hand carved and hand-gilded 
wooden frame. Designed to compliment the Crawford Desk. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

Size: 23”W x 25”D x 36”H; 18”SH - Item# BM0069
Wood: Hand- Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Wood
Fabric: Metallic Mist - This consistent chenille has a touch of 
metallic mist on the surface delivering luxury and sophistication. 

23”

36”
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Crawford
Mirror

Make a bold statement with this unique Crawford Mirror. The construction of this mirror is 
one of a kind with its contemporary octagonal design. A gleaming, hand-gilded finish makes 
all the difference when displaying this statement mirror in a hallway, living room, or dining 
room. This mirror is hand-welded and crafted by artisans. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 30.5”W x 1”D x 62.5”H - Item# BM0173C (Champagne) 
BM0173S (Silver) BM0173G (Gold)
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Champagne Finished Metal
Mirror

30.5”

62.5”
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Crawford
Room Screen

The hand-gilded wooden Crawford Room Screen is perfect for dividing a room, while 
adding an element of interest to a space. Discreet safety locks have been designed 
to effortlessly secure the screen into various formations. This one of a kind room screen 
showcases dimensional design and originality. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece 
may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 60 1/2”W x 1 1/4”D x 72”H - Item# BM0070
Wood: Hand - Lacquered Champagne Finished Wood

60.5”

72”
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Crawford
Desk Collection

The Crawford Desk Collection offers a sophisticated way to dress a work space. Elevate 
your home office space with these hand-gilded metal and wood desk accessories. Includes 
a pencil holder, card holder, and letter tray. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may 
have subtle and unique differences.

Size: Pencil Holder: 12”W x 5”D  x 7”H - Item# BM0071S (Silver)
        Card Holder: 3”W x 2”D x 3”H - Item# BM0072S (Silver)
        Letter Tray: 10”W x 12”D x 6.5”H - Item# BM0073S (Silver)

Pencil Holder: Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Metal & Wood
Card Holder:  Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Metal
Letter Tray:  Hand-Lacquered Antique Silver Finished Wood

7” 2” 6.5”

3” 10”12”



Showroom at the Pacific Design Center

 8687 Melrose Ave. Suite G696, West Hollywood, CA 90069

www.badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   i n f o@badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   424 -303 -7251

BADGLEY MISCHKA HOME

b a d g l e y m i s c h k a h o m e  |        @ b a d g l e y m i s c h k a h o m e  |        @ B a d g l e y M i s c h k a H

We set our prices on December 31st and guarantee them for a full year.


